Bib Shorts
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Standard Bib Shorts
Description
An excellent entry-level bib shorts, the Seight Standard Bib Shorts are
exactly what you need. They are modern, quality and comfy cycling
apparel that give you great value for your money, and are well
designed to fit both men and women riders.
Standard stitching of these bib shorts ensures reduced sewing seams
and a smooth feel, while the flatlock stitching conforms well to your
body when you bend over in a cycling position. Made with a
polyester and lycra sublimated panel, moisture wicking and
breathability are enhanced to reduce the chances of chafing. The
high density chamois lining is antibacterial, while the silicon leg gripper
prevents the shorts from riding up.
Features
- Sublimated Panel: POLY-LYCRA™ 240 gsm, UPF50+, LYCRA
Compression Technology
- Non sublimated Chamois Panel: NYLON-LYCRA™ 225 gsm
Bib: POLY-LYCRA™ 180 GSM
Bib Binding: NYLON LYCRA 225 GSM
- Italy Elastic Interface Road Performance Chamois
- Elite 6 thread FLATLOCK stitching and safety stitching
- Silicon leg grippers
- Reflective tag on back side seam
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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Elite Bib Shorts
Description
An upgrade from the standard bib shorts, the Seight Elite Bib Shorts
uses a modern, seamless and multi-density Italian chamois which
provides comfort and support where you need it most.
It is designed with sublimated LYCRA fabric, which fits perfectly like a
second skin to keep your body dry and warm. The fabric is designed
to absorb and disperse moisture across its surface, enhancing
evaporation to keep you dry. It also uses a Flatlock stitching technique
to deliver strong, durable, and low profile seams while the silicon leg
grippers keep the bottom leg hems securely in place.
Features
- Sublimated Panel: POLY-LYCRA™ 240 gsm, UPF50+, LYCRA
Compression Technology
Non sublimated Chamois Panel: NYLON-LYCRA™ 225 gsm
Bib: POLY-LYCRA™ 180 GSM
Bib Binding: NYLON LYCRA 225 GSM
- Italy Elastic Interface Road Performance Chamois
- Elite 6 thread FLATLOCK stitching and safety stitching
- Fabric Power Band leg grippers - POLY-LYCRA™ 240 gsm
- Reflective tag on back side seam
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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Elite Pro Bib Shorts
Description
Constructed from the highest quality ITALIAN fabric, the Seight Elite
Pro Bib Shorts provides the best in aerodynamic and
thermoregulation performance, whilst giving optimum ride comfort.
It is indeed our ultimate cycling bib short and one of our hardest
working items in the line up.
Its seamless, anatomical shape, and multi-level Carbonium Road
Performance chamois is engineered for stability, delivering
increased muscle support and all round comfort. The elite thread
Flatlock stitching method gives this bib short an appealing look and
a soft feeling on the skin, and the Power Band leg gripper keeps the
bib shorts in place.
Features
- Sublimated Panel: POLY-LYCRA™ 240 gsm, UPF50+, LYCRA
Compression Technology
- Non sublimated Chamois Panel: NYLON-LYCRA™ 225 gsm, UPF50+,
LYCRA Compression Technology
- Bib: POLY-LYCRA™ 155 GSM
- Bib Binding: NYLON LYCRA 225 GSM
- Italy Elastic Interface Road Performance Chamois
- Elite 6 thread FLATLOCK stitching
- Power Band Italian silicon injected grippers
- Reflective tag on back side seam
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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Winter Elite Pro Bib Shorts
Description
Seight Winter Elite Pro Bib Shorts are made from multi-panel fleece
Lycra from Italy, which are very breathable and leave no room for
bacteria propagation whilst keeping you warm on those early
morning wintery rides. It uses the top of the range seamless,
anatomical shape, and multi-level Carbonium Road Performance
chamois which stays comfortable for hours and includes antibacterial and anti-odour properties.
These bib shorts are made with a 6 thread Flatlock stitching
technique for low profile seams to minimise the possibility of chafing,
and giving a clean and smooth finish. The Power Band grippers
ensure the bib shorts remain firmly in place at all times, and offers
the ultimate comfort and flexibility whether competing in a race or
riding for leisure.
Features
- Sublimated Panel: POLY-LYCRA™ 260 gsm, UPF50+, Fleeced,
Thermal, LYCRA Compression Technology
- Non sublimated Chamois Panel: NYLON-LYCRA™ 235 gsm, UPF50+,
Fleeced, Thermal, LYCRA Compression Technology
- Bib: POLY-LYCRA™ 155 GSM
- Bib Binding: NYLON LYCRA 225 GSM
- Italy Elastic Interface Road Performance Chamois
- Elite 6 thread FLATLOCK stitching
- Power Band Italian silicon injected grippers
- Reflective tag on back side seam
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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Cyclo Cross Warm Up Tights
Description
Heading out for a ride in winter may seem like a bad idea, however
the only thing that can really be bad is to be wearing the wrong
clothes on your ride. Wearing the Cyclo Cross Warm Up Tights is
definitely a good idea during winter, as our high performing Italian
Lycra fleece fabric gives you an absolutely perfect fit, flexibility, with
maximum warmth and comfort during winter riding conditions.
The bib tights chamois has excellent thermal regulation and is
anatomically shaped for the ultimate support when cycling. They
are stitched using a flatlock method to avoid chafing and enhance
durability. Their full length ensures maximum body coverage, which
keeps you both warm and protected during even the worst of
winter conditions.

Features
- Sublimated Panel: POLY-LYCRA™ 260 gsm, UPF50+, Fleeced,
Thermal, LYCRA Compression Technology
- Non sublimated Chamois Panel: NYLON-LYCRA™ 245 gsm, UPF50+,
Fleeced, Thermal, LYCRA Compression Technology
- Bib: POLY-LYCRA™ 165 GSM
- Bib Binding: NYLON LYCRA 225 GSM
- Italian EIT Road Performance Carbonium
- Elite 6 thread FLATLOCK stitching
- Foot loop at leg hem
- Reflective tag on back side seam
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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